Prompt #1- Monday 4/13

**Directions:** Read the story *Tinosaur* on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the following question about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

What do you think happened to the Queen at the end of the story? Why do you think that?
Prompt #2- Tuesday 4/14

**Directions:** Read the story *The Wild Swans* on your Raz Plus account. What would the story sound like if it were told from Eliza’s point of view? Just like when we retold fairy tales from a different point of view, think about what happened in the beginning, middle, and end of this story. What would Eliza say, do, or think if she were telling the story?

**Draw a picture and write this story from Eliza’s point of view.**
Prompt #3- Wednesday 4/15

**Directions:** Read the story *I’m the Guest* on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the following question about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

**Who would you like to have as a guest at your house? What do you think would happen?**
Prompt #4 - Thursday 4/16

**Directions:** Read the story *The Best Guess* on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the following question about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

**What steps did Nora and Harlan take to find the best guess?**

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Prompt #5- Friday 4/17

**Directions:** Read the story *Go Away, Sun* on your Raz Plus account. Then draw a picture and answer the following question about the story. Please include at least 5 complete sentences in your response and double check your work for capitals and end marks!

**How do the animals' feelings change from the beginning of the story to the end of the story?**